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DALIL’DERA 
 

Disarmed, abused, executed: we’re all peoples of Hazara 

sharing the doom of enslavement and execution. Our future is 

quelled, drowned into blood by armor-piercing shells of hatred 

and exclusion. Crossing nations, ages of gunpowder, limbs 

ripped off by the drunken haze of history.  

 

Sanguine geographies, tribes, battles and armies, clouds of 

splinter shouting at skies of oppression. Wizened, cracked 

exuviae of our liberty judged non accountable by groups of 

interest, exiled to the railed cots and iron beds of a lunatic 

asylum smelling urine and vomit. Is this our liberty?  

 

Our tortured, distorted, convulsive bodies have been piled up 

in the sewers. Are these the funeral honours and the 

remembrance of posterity that we deserve?  

 

We have a language, let its words roar, squeal and moan the 

monstrosities of our systematic annihilation. Displaced by force, 

massacred, we’ve seen our lands confiscated, our villages 

deported. Let us be the peace of the world.  

 

These lands are drenched with the silken liquor of our blood, 

the insane mythologies of extinguishment. Mountains aiming 

for the heavens, failing histories of uprisings. The barbed wires 

of a lead-weighted decline transpierce our lungs, giving way to 

squeaking laments of a century-old mourning.  

 

A people gathered in the internment camps of unending horror. 

We’re the marginalized outlaws, the deprived and despotically 

exploited, overstrained angels of this contemporary, global 

orphanage.  
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We’re burning trees of this new, flesh-eating plutonium, the 

migrating skeletons of genocides and pogroms followed by 

global silence and a murderous lack of interest.  

 

A history of silence, a culture layed in ruins; our voices have 

been buried with our decaying, rotten, decomposing bodies but 

here are here to stay growing louder, calling our tyrants to 

account at the end of times.  

 

Let our injuries, grieves, howling agonies incise our heartbeats 

in the collective imaginary, let them etch in the lines of force of 

our traumatic recollection penetrating the skin of the 

unconcerned continents.  

 

The book of our body bears testimony to the unforgettable, 

unspeakable and inconceivable incubus. We’re the unrepentant 

temples outbraving the obduracy of human evilness, the 

entreating, expiatory protuberances of the holy scriptures.  

 

We’re the rended martyrs of despondency, the persecuted 

Buddhas of savage firing squads, we’re the infant Jesus casted 

to the mauling brutes, the eviscerated Krishnas of benumbing 

dread. We’re the vulnerable saints of oblivion calling out to the 

world.  

 

We’re a tango-coloured renewal, a polliniferous conscience 

spreading across nations. Our faith and trust are everlasting, 

our hope is inured. We’ve earthed up our seeds with the blood 

carpet of our sacrifice upholstering the valleys. The buds are 

ready for the efflorescence, bursting into bloom to wash away 

the sins of this land.  

 

Let our footprints blaze the trail of reconciliation. Let there be light. 


